
 Essential MacBook Buying Checklist for Buyers  
Purchasing a MacBook Privately 

 

Purchasing a MacBook constitutes a significant investment, typically amounting to several hundred 
pounds or more. While our foremost recommendation is to opt for a reputable refurbished seller like 
Maple, offering warranties, comprehensive services, and peace of mind, we understand that some 
individuals may choose to explore private purchases.  

To aid those considering this route, we have compiled a comprehensive guide and a thorough 
MacBook testing checklist to assist you throughout your buying process. 

Pre-Purchase Considerations 

Understand your 
requirements 

Decide which MacBook is right for you, whether it’s a MacBook Air or 
MacBook Pro. Consider what storage capacity you’ll need, as well as 
your usage type to determine the ram and processor to meet your 
requirements.  

Research and 
Compare Prices 

Familiarise yourself with the market prices of the specific MacBook model 
you're interested in. Compare prices from various sources to identify any 
suspiciously low or inflated offers. 

Check Serial 
Number and 
Warranty 

Request the MacBook's serial number and check it on Apple's website to 
verify its authenticity. Also, inquire about the remaining warranty period. 

Request MacBook 
Usage History 
 

It's essential to inquire about its usage history. Ask the seller about the 
nature of its past usage, whether it was predominantly utilised for 
resource-intensive tasks like video editing or primarily for everyday tasks. 
Understanding the device's usage patterns will provide valuable insights 
into its performance and potential wear and tear, aiding in making an 
informed decision about its suitability for your specific needs. 

Inquire About 
MacBook Ownership 
History 

 

It's important to inquire whether the seller is the original owner of the 
MacBook. Requesting information regarding the receipt and purchase 
history of an item that likely cost between £1000 to £2000+ when brand 
new is crucial. If they are not the original owner, kindly seek details about 
the source from which they acquired the item. Understanding the 
ownership history will help ensure transparency and authenticity in the 
transaction. 

Inquire About Faults 
and Cosmetic 
Imperfections 

 

Taking the time to ask the seller about any potential faults or cosmetic 
imperfections is crucial. By obtaining these details upfront, you can 
effectively assess the item during the inspection process and verify the 
accuracy of the seller's description. This proactive approach not only helps 
you make an informed decision but also prevents unnecessary time 
wastage. 

Inquire About Past 
Repairs 

 

A vital aspect of evaluating the MacBook's condition is to inquire about any 
prior repair work it may have undergone. Kindly ask the seller if the 
MacBook has undergone any previous repair work, and if so, request them 
to provide receipts or documentation to verify the repairs. Understanding 
the repair history will offer insights into the device's maintenance and 
potential underlying issues, ensuring a well-informed decision on your part. 

*Be wary of any private individual seller requesting payment upfront and 
always meet in a safe location. 

 
Trust Your Instincts 

If something feels off or too good to be true, trust your instincts and consider walking 
away. 
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MacBook Testing Checklist Circle as 
Appropriate 

Check the serial number matches the number provided by the seller Pass / Fail 
1 Exterior Cosmetic Condition:  

Check for any physical damages, scratches, or dents on the MacBook's body. 
Pass / Fail 

2 Charger Included and Working Pass / Fail 
3 Screen Condition - Inspect the display for dead pixels, discolorations, 

delamination, or any visible damage. 
Pass / Fail 

Keyboard and Trackpad 
4 Keyboard - Test all keys on the keyboard to ensure they work correctly. Pass / Fail 
5 Trackpad - Verify the trackpad's responsiveness and gestures. Pass / Fail 

Ports and Connectivity 
6 Test all ports (USB, Thunderbolt, headphone jack, etc.) to ensure they function 

properly. 
Pass / Fail 

7 Check Wi-Fi and Bluetooth connectivity. Pass / Fail 
Battery Health 

8 Inquire about the battery cycle count and health status. Batteries on 
MacBooks display different warnings if there is a possible issue; service battery, 
replace soon, replace now.  

Pass / Fail 

9 Check how long the battery lasts during use. 
(Batteries are a consumable and life will reduce over time, but pay special attention 
to warning notifications as this could indicate improper charging cycles) 

Pass / Fail 

Performance Testing 
10 Run basic tasks like web browsing, video playback, and document editing to assess 

the MacBook's speed and responsiveness. 
Pass / Fail 

Operating System and Passwords 
11 Check the version of macOS installed and ensure the MacBook can accept the 

latest operating system updates. 
Pass / Fail 

12 Ensure there is no EFI password (Mac firmware password) set. To check, shut 
down the Mac, then press the power button to turn it on while holding the Alt or 
Option (⌥) key. This should reveal the boot options. If there is an EFI password, the 
Mac will prompt for it. 

Pass / Fail 

13 Check with the seller to ensure the device has been removed from all iCloud 
accounts. The seller could deactivate or track the device if this hasn’t been 
disabled. 

Pass / Fail 

Specifications 
14 Storage Capacity - Verify the actual storage capacity of the MacBook, ensuring it 

matches the seller's claims. 
Pass / Fail 

15 RAM Verification - Confirm the amount of RAM installed on the MacBook. Pass / Fail 
Camera and Speakers 

16 Test the built-in camera Pass / Fail 
17 Check the speakers for sound quality – perhaps load a YouTube Video Pass / Fail 

Sensors and Function Keys: 
18 Verify the functionality of ambient light sensors and function keys. Pass / Fail 

Additional 
19 Heat and Fan Noise - Check for excessive heat and listen for unusual fan noise 

during heavy usage. 
Pass / Fail 

20 Touch Bar (if applicable) - Test the Touch Bar (if present) to ensure it responds 
correctly. 

Pass / Fail 

21 Documentation and Receipts - Request any documentation, receipts, or original 
packaging the seller may have. 

Pass / Fail 

22 Factory Reset - Request the seller to perform a factory reset to erase any 
personal data, please note this can take a couple of hours. 

Pass / Fail 

 

For the very best refurbished, fully checked MacBook deals online, free resources, 
advice and buying guides visit Maple’s Ultimate Buying Advice and Helpful Guides 

https://www.mapleuk.co.uk/
https://www.mapleuk.co.uk/blog/

